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performing.  Typically, 
they don’t want to see the 
team on station to leave. 
They don’t believe the 
next group from JCU will 
be able to perform at the 
same level.  As always, 
they are  obviously 
surprised when the support 
provided never takes a hit 
no matter how many 
different people from the 
unit rotate through. 

The family VTCs 
are very much appreciated 
on both sides of the screen.  
Thanks to A Troop for 
setting them up every 
month and to the families 
that come in on the 
weekends. 

— Jack Arnold 

An assignment to 
JCU includes the entire 
family.  The unit expects 
an awful lot during a 
multiyear tour with the 
demands on time and the 
impact on family events 
m i s s e d  d u e  t o 
deployments.  Recently, 
the unit and FRG 
leadership met to plan a 
means to improve the 
experience of all of the 
families during what we 
hope will be an extended 
time with the unit.  Look 
for  announcements for 
events soon to be 
scheduled.  Everyone 
should feel as if JCU is 
part of their extended 
family.  We’re all here to 

help.  Please ask if you 
have any questions or need 
assistance. 

I am writing at the 
tail end of another trip 
overseas.  Well into my 
fifth year in the unit, or in 
close proximity, my 
obse rvances  r ema in 
consistent.  Each site 
continues to look better 
and the level of support the 
unit provides literally 
improves on every visit.  
Deployment times and 
locations, for the most 
part, continue to stay at the 
same rate they always 
have.  At each and every 
site, I hear from the senior 
leaders on how well the 
J C U  me mb e r s  a r e 

11TH ANNUAL JSO 10K RUN / 5K WALK 
The 11th Annual run that was held 
on November 2, 2007 was a huge 
success. It was another outstanding 
event. The run could not have 
happened without the support of 
several folks in the unit. I would 
like to take this time to recognize a 
few of them. The 10K, sponsored 
by SOCA is the main fund raising 
event of the year along with the 
Spring Golf Tournament. These 
two events alone are responsible 
for the rest of the years activities 
that require large amounts of 
money to pull off. Todd Petzel is 
responsible for all  vendor 
donations and does a great job for 
us in the business and salesmanship 

department. A-Troop is responsible 
for course set-up to ensure the 
route is properly marked and 
cleared. The Vehicle Maintenance 
guys of D-Troop did an outstanding 
job this year refurbishing the 
course signs and making sure we 
had generators and light-sets at the 
registration area. D-Troop put on a 
top-notch lunch for the awards 
ceremony later that day. We raffled 
off over $800 worth of door prizes 
as well. We had over 300 runners 
participate and the weather was 
actually nice this year, I know that 
a lot of you were devastated by 
this. Our water stations were 
manned by Marsha Spencer & 

Rene Hays this year, they braved the 
cold to ensure water cups were filled 
and provided motivational guidance 
to the runners. And we are also 
appreciative of the work by our 
Medics Paul Reitz and George 
Tompkins, they actually had to 
administer some of that Medic stuff 
to a runner on the course that had a 
broken hip and he wasn’t even 
affiliated with our run. There were a 
lot of other behind the scene goings 
on, but the CDR, CSM and I would 
like to thank you all for making this 
happen in true JCU fashion. 

                          — Todd 

Joint Communications Unit 

Delivering the 
Message 
MESSAGE FROM THE COMMANDER 



Hello everyone, 
First off, A-Troop would like to extend a 
warm holiday greeting to all of the 
Troop’s members and family.  I know that 
the upcoming holiday schedule will be a 
welcome break to spend time with family 
and friends for those that are lucky 
enough to be home during this year’s 
holiday season.  Remember to keep our 
deployed team members families in your 
thoughts and prayers as we patiently wait 
for their safe return.   
Our past month has been busy as always, 
but the Troop has accomplished 
everything in an outstanding fashion as 
expected.  Chris Martin graduated the 
Military Free Fall School and is getting 
ready for another deployment where he 
will no doubt set the standard once 
again.  Stan Sweeney headed out the door 
earlier this month and has already made 

an impact while 
we  we lco me 
home Anthony 

Melby and Scott Gozdzialski from their 
recent trips.  Congratulations are also in 
order for Greg Bogyo for completing the 
Basic Non-Commissioned Officers 
Course, marking an important milestone 
in his career.  We also have a few other 
members attending professional 
development schools.  Jesus Castro is 
currently enrolled in the Advanced 
Network Analyst School; Rick Cross is in 
the USMC Radio Chief’s Course and 
Adam Merlino is closing in on graduation 
day at the Airman Leadership 
School.  And one more noteworthy 
accomplishment for the month; Matthew 
Heist completed the JFK 50 Mile Ultra 
Marathon, with an injured shoulder… 
what a stud! 
In case you were wondering, the next 
installment of the DET BOWL is right 
around the corner.  With the return of 

Anthony “Golden Arm” Melby, Jared 
Schaffer is taking a page out of the Joe 
Nameth playbook and “Guaranteeing a 
Victory.”  B-Troop better be ready to 
surrender that hideous trophy to its rightful 
owners…  

                                        — Chris 

capability you will create will greatly 
improve upon our unit’s ability to be self-
sustaining so it was important to choose the 
right people for the job.  Thank you for 
stepping up for the betterment of the unit 
and making a difference.   
Congratulations to Michael Williams for 
graduating Basic Airborne, Paul 
“Bandgeek” Hays for graduating 
LPOLC.  Congrats to Ray Hickman for 
winning the US Air Force John P. Jumper 
Award and Tommy Knoll who was 
awarded a Defense Meritorious Service 
Medal.  Most of all we would like to 
Congratulate Rufus and Pam Messex on the 
birth of their little girl Sierra Eve Messex.  

                               — Mike 

Another month goes by and our Troop is 
still going at a hundred miles an hour.  We 
are going to give up a few people in order 
to improve upon JCU’s support structure, 
so our Troop is going to get a little slimmer 
(and not just because we are giving up DJ 
“Tree’fifty” Holly; aka stinky).  We are 
taking some of our most outstanding 
technicians in order to provide high 
quality, timely, support to our men 
forward.  These men have been chosen 
because of their outstanding technical 
a b i l i t y  a n d  p r o v e n 
leadership.  Congratulations to DJ “350” 
Holly, Ray “Frank Tank” Hickman, Cliff 
“Napoleon” Varnadoe, Darren “Porkchop” 
Thornton, John “not in the section long 
enough to get a nick-name” Mosley, and 
Jon “Squirrel Nutz” Vasquez on your 
selection to the Unit Support Team.  The 
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A big thanks to my Troop / Section Leaders for their continuing support of the unit 
newsletter. Without your support there would be nothing to read or pictures to laugh at. I 
wish all of you a Happy Holiday Season and a thank you to the spouses and family of 
our members, your personal sacrifices are many and does not go un-noticed. 
          — Todd 

James Jordahl and Noe Abad try to 
figure out where that satellite went 

John Vasquez and Tom Knoll assure 
us that Red Bull makes you work 

harder 

Nick Walker-Bates and Fabian 
Robles wish that John and Tom 

would quit drinking so much Red 
Bull and get down here to help them 



Hello D Troop families!  I hope everyone had a 
blessed Thanksgiving holiday.  I don’t think I can 
stand the thought of more turkey, well, maybe a 
little.  First off, congratulations are in order for 
Scott Knox who somehow made it onto the Army’s 
Master Sergeant List.  I kid, the promotion is 
extremely well deserved!  Stacey, if you start 
planning right now, you can have his money spent 
before he gets it.  Ha ha. 
     Unfortunately, we are saying goodbye to two 
very special D Troop family members.  SFC 
Wilford Reed is retiring from the Army after 20 
years of faithful service.  I know for sure that he is 

looking forward to getting away from 
purchase orders and to spending more 
time at IHOP and out on the golf 
course.  Best wishes for Will and his 
family!  Another friend and family 

member is leaving us for sunny Florida.  Mr. 
Angel Velasquez has served JCU for four 
fantastic years.  Three of those years were active 
duty in the Army and one year was as a 
civilian.  His wife Cindy recently received 
orders to Florida and wouldn’t you know it…he 
wants to be with her.  Ha ha!   The entire D 
Troop family will miss you both dearly and we 
wish nothing but the best for you, your futures, 
and your families.  
     Lastly, as we come up on the holidays please 
keep our deployed service members and their 

families in your thoughts and prayers.  And 
thanks for the tremendous amount of support 
that you provide to us from day to day.  Hope 
to see you all at the Christmas party!  --Carleen 

Jason Proskovec spent two weeks learning all 
there is to know about Wireless networks and 
Wireless security.  While Scott Bachand only 
attended the first week’s training, he is still the 
resident expert on Wireless, just ask 
him.  Once again this primarily left the Ma-
rines to do the majority of the work in the of-
fice.  Chad also decided that putting a fence up 
around his yard would be an easy weekend. I 
guess it hasn’t been that easy since it has been 
a week and a half and the fence still isn’t com-
plete. I think part of the delay is due to Chad 
trying to recover from the mental anguish of 
having Clemson beat South Carolina. Shannon 
Hook and Rob Barnard have spent the entire 
month preparing to teach a class that has been 
scheduled and cancelled about five times.  The 

class was supposed to start on 3 December 
and as of this writing it has once again been 
cancelled.  We will see how many students 
show up on Monday.  Thanks to everyone for 
all of the hard work and sacrifices they make 
daily to help E Troop be successful.  I would 
also like to thank each of your families for the 
support that they provide you.  I realize that 
long hours and deployments take their toll on 
families and it appears that we always call on 
you to be deployed for anniversaries, birth-
days, and holidays.   Thanks again and I hope 
each of you have a safe and happy holiday 
season.     Hopefully Chad will have his fence 
completed by Christmas.  

                                      — Tony 

Congratulations to Bryan Fooshee for being 
selected for promotion to Master Sergeant.  The 
month of November has been a fairly active 
month within E Troop.  Mike Martinez and Sam 
Stanley have spent the entire month in northern 
Virginia and Scott Bachand went to replace 
Mike just before Thanksgiving.  Bryan Fooshee 
and Gama Rodriguez are preparing themselves 
for the next Computer Course which is expected 
to start in January.   Somehow in between train-
ing classes and trying to practice what he has 
learned Bryan has managed to find a house to 
purchase in Raeford at Parkers Grove subdivi-
sion and is expected to close on the 3rd of De-
cember.  One would think that a promotion/
housewarming party would be in the near fu-
ture.  Adrian Williams, Sergio Hernandez and 
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one more step. All of my guys in 
forward deployed locations continue 
to do an outstanding job and set the 
standard. 
     C-Troop has had a great month! 
Jacob “This is Crazy” Carlsen, 
Frank “I Stood One Up” Perez and 
Ulysses “I’m OT BLAHHH” Otero 
graduated Basic Halo School. Mike 
Runk graduated ANCOC receiving 
the Iron Sergeant Award and 
making the Commandant’s List.  
Currently we have Chuck To and 
Dave Lonack in Airborne School 
graduating on the 8th of Dec. Jamie 
Slife will complete his Marine Corp 
Staff NCO Course on the 17th of 
Dec. 
     Congratulations to Frank Perez 

Usually Frank or Jake writes the 
entries for C-Troop in the unit 
newsletter because they control the 
heartbeat of this Troop, but I wanted 
to take this opportunity to talk about 
how proud I am of each and every 
guy in C-Troop. I’m sure all of you 
are aware of how busy we have been 
over the past two months with late 
night ranges, airborne operations, 14 
mile road marches, real world 
operations and too many schools to 
mention. I want you to understand 
that your spouses are the best at what 
they do and it takes realistic training 
to keep their skills sharp and always 
ready to deploy at a moments notice. 
C-Troop will continue to go to the 
edge of the envelope and then take 

on his selection to Master 
Sergeant, Chad Peters pinned on 
Master Sergeant finally and 
somebody had a crazy idea and 
decided to frock me to SGM.    
     Some of the C-Troop family 
will be moving on to new 
challenges soon. Frank Perez and 
Vic Kouw will be heading up to 
Current Ops, Ulysses Otero and 
Jim Prasse will move over to 
JTEP. Chad Peters and Marlin 
Waldron will take over for Frank 
and Vic.  
     I can’t thank you guys enough 
for what you do and I also 
appreciate the tireless effort that is 
put forth from the home front.   
                                  —Mike 

Max seen above getting some 
instructor time. Life is hard!!! 

Mr. Linder has been the “Old Wise One” 
in D-Troop. Here he tries to impart some 
of that wisdom to Mr. Staples and Chief 

Russell, good luck Dick. 



2008 is going to be like, SOROC Class 1-08 will 
have 30+ students attending. WOW! I’m sure 
we can all look forward to 1SG Nichols putting 
into practice all the new high-speed leadership 
tactics he learned from his recent attendance at 
the First Sergeant Course. HOOAH! 
  Another date of considerable significance, one 
which has come and gone, was November 9, 
2007. On this date we finally put SFC Reynolds 
out to pasture! Known throughout the compound 
as “JR”, SFC Reynolds culminated 20 years of 
service in the Army. Once again, we would like 
to thank him for all his hard work and dedica-
tion to the Selection & Training Detachment and 
to the unit. He will be missed! 

  The next 30-60 days is going to be an ex-
tremely busy time for all our new members 
getting ready to begin SOROC and for their 
families as they get settled into Ft Bragg and 
the Fayetteville area. The holiday season is 
upon us and many of you will be making plans 
to spend this time with family. To all our new 
members and families: please remember that 
you are a vital part of the JCU family now and 
during this hectic time (and holiday period) you 
have many new brothers and sisters only a 
phone call away. Please don’t hesitate to reach 
out when in need. HAPPY HOLIDAYS! 
                              — Jim McKnight 

Put it on your calendars!! That long awaited day 
is here. SOROC Class 2-07 will graduate on 12 
December 07. The ceremony will be at 1400 in 
the JCU classroom. Unit members, friends, and 
family please make plans to be there to con-
gratulate and recognize these guys for their 
accomplishments during a period of their tour 
here at JCU that they will never forget. 
  As 2007 comes to a close, the S&T section is 
wrapping up what has been without question the 
busiest and most productive year for us. On Dec 
12, our SOROC graduate total for the year will 
be 40. This is the highest number of new mem-
bers put through our training pipeline in the 
unit’s history. Just to put into perspective what 
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 ? 
This section features a current Unit 
member. It is a look back  before 
all of those military regulations, 

haircuts and discipline. Stay tuned 
for the answer posted in next 

months edition. 

How on earth do you figure anything gets 
done with a desk like this? Decorations 

courtesy of MAJ Les Himebrook 

we will gain a few people from within the 
unit as our support role expands, in an effort 
to make your spouses job easier. The new 
team will continue to provide the best quality 
service possible to our deployed service 
members and civilians.  Ann and I wish 
everyone a Merry Christmas and Happy New 
Year.       — Bill 

Well this newsletter finds us in the midst of the 
Holiday Season. I hope everyone has enjoyed the 
additional time off for Veterans Day and 
Thanksgiving and is looking forward to Christmas 
and New Years. Donovan Holden has finally 
departed for the Warrant Officers Course, I am sure 
he will do well. The New Year will bring with it a 
few changes. JTEP will be renamed to G Troop and 

Ms. Jeanice Wehner says she doesn’t 
like pictures, that’s why she’s in here. 

Jeanice works hard for JCU in the  
D-Troop ERS section. 

Jason Tolle is the newest addition 
to the Selection & Training Team. 
Maybe Jack can get him to grow 

hair, nobody else could. 



This year marked the 45th Annual JFK-50 
Mile Ultra-marathon. As with every year, 
it was an outstanding event. We had  27 
runners compete this year. 13 of our own 
and 14 friends of the community that 
were either here at one time or work with 
us around the globe. This year was a little 
different because of some JFK-50 firsts 
and the JCU record being broken. For the 
5:00am starters it was a brisk 27 degrees 
and way too early to be putting a body 
through that kind of torture. More runners 
started at 7:00am this year than in years 
past. The Appalachian Trail was still as 
brutal as always and the C&O Canal path 
was still 26 miles by itself. Each year we 
hope that somehow it would shrink. 

Besides the normal aches and pains, 
everyone survived the race without injury, 
all except for Matt Heist. Matt was at the 
44 mile mark when he was suddenly 
clipped by a vehicle. The car had hit him in 
the elbow, the EMS on scene gave him a 
once over and put his arm in a sling and in 
true warrior spirit, kept moving towards the 
finish line and completed the race with a 
time of 10:40. Ken Klynstra smashed the 
three year old JCU record by CAPT 
Wampler of 9:28:52 with a very impressive 
time of 9:17:15. We look forward to next 
years event already and there are a few that 
might even train for the next one. The 
following JCU folks participated in the 
race. 

Todd Spencer 
Jack Nichols 
Mike Kaloostian 
Jason Tolle (First Timer) 
Jay Pylman 
Matt Heist (First Timer) 
Ken Klynstra (New JCU record holder) 
Cathy Montes (First Timer) 
Jesse Montes 
Jake Higginbotham 
Veronica Zamora (First Timer) 
Dan Knouse (First Timer) 
Adam Kelley (First Timer) 
 
A special thanks to Yessinia Kelley for her 
support along the course. She braved the elements 
and stood around at the aide stations cheering and 
taking/giving items to several of our runners as 
they passed by. 
 
Less than 1% of the United States will ever 
compete in a race of this magnitude. 
 

JFK Entry Fee- $100 
Hotel- $65 

Mexican dinner- $12 
Stick of Body Glide- $11 

Finishing the race after being hit by a car 
Priceless  

“Matt Heist” 
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 JFK-50 Mile 
Hagerstown, Maryland  

(America’s Ultra-marathon)  

At 4:54 am, it was a 
very cold start to a 

very long day 

Todd Spencer

Matt Heist 

Jack Nichols Jay Pylman 

Mike Kaloostian Jessie & Cathy Montes

Veronica Zamora Adam Kelley Dan Knouse Ken Klynstra Jake Higginbotham Jason Tolle 

                 JFK-50 Firsts 
• JCU record broken 
• Runner hit by a car 
• Temperature below 30 degrees 
• Protester’s on the route 
• Leaves on trees 
• Married couple finished together 
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SSG Rudy Messex and Pam are the 
proud parents of  Sierra Eve Messex. 

Sierra was born on November 10, 2007 
at 12:10 PM in Womack Army Medical 
Center. She weighed in at 6 lbs. 4 ozs. 

and was 17” long. 

Look who just dropped in! 

IT1 Lauront Pepin and Silvia are the proud 
parents of  Isabel Alessandra Pepin. Isabel was 

born on November 8, 2007 at 12:45 PM in 
Womack Army Medical Center. She weighed 

in at 6 lbs. 12 ozs. and was 19.5” long. 

SSG Christopher Lewallen and Robin 
are the proud parents of  Annabelle 

Janelle Lewallen. Annabelle was born on 
November 15, 2007 at 6:45 PM in 

Womack Army Medical Center. She 
weighed in at 8 lbs. 10 ozs. and was 20” 

“Baby here, baby there, 
babies everywhere” 



SFC WILFORD H. REED APRIL 2001 - DECEMBER 2007 (D-TROOP) 
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TSgt Patrick Ballard & wife Stacey, child: Maya (Awaiting SOROC Class 1-08) 
Mr. Michael Clark, children: Mackenzie & Corey (D-Troop) 
IT3 Kyle Griffin (Awaiting SOROC Class 1-08) 
MSG Timothy Holton & wife Commalitha (Awaiting SOROC Class 1-08) 
SSgt Lawrence Jones, child Tahj Ammon (Awaiting SOROC Class 1-08) 
SSgt Bryan Watkins & wife Roberta (Awaiting SOROC Class 1-08) 

SFC Wilford Reed & wife Sarah, children: Justin & Brandon (D-Troop) 

ANSWER TO LAST MONTHS RETRO JCU ? (DID YOU GUESS CORRECTLY?)  
Last months RETRO JCU picture is none other than 
SSgt Ramsey Brown. Ramsey “Whitesnake” Brown 
liked the Rock-N-Roll when he was younger.  The 
year was 1994, as a freshman in college with a school 
band named Unsound and jamming to “Man in the 
Box” by Alice in Chains. Ramsey joined the Air Force 
in 1998 And then found out that the Army was short 
on Oboe players and they offered huge bonuses for 
that MOS. He was of course crushed by his decision, 
but decided to stay “Big Blue” and has had a great 
career thus far. Thanks for the picture Ramsey, I have 
got a lot of responses to this one. 

It has been a wonderful seven years. The 1st six months were a little rough and the 
last year and a half has been great. The in-between time well, I did enjoy it also. As 
most of you know I enjoyed purchasing and supporting the communicators. Maybe 
someday we will have a chance to work together again. From Sarah, Justin, Brandon 
and I (Thanks).  

Bob Coccaro and Todd 
Spencer have an 

abundance of pictures 
from the Highland 

Games that took place on 
November 30, 2007. The 

next newsletter will 
include this excellent 

event. 
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    Meet the SOROC’ers of Class 2-07 
Name: Scott Eby     
Rank / Service:  IT2 / USN 
Enlisted:  31 OCT 01 
Birthday:  6 MAR 81 
Spouse name:  Mara A. Eby 
Hobbies: Fitness activities, ATV’s 
Previous Assignment: USS Thach (FFG-43), NAVCOMTELSTRATCOMMU DET FF CA 
Goals/Expectations: Contribute all I have to the team. 

     Short Term:  Pass/survive SOROC 
     Long Term:  College Education. 

Name: Joseph A. Cade     
Rank / Service:  SSgt / USAF 
Enlisted:  12 MAR 01 
Birthday:  22 MAR 83 
Hobbies: Computers, Hiking, Camping, Hunting, Fishing, Woodwork, Carpentry, Sewing, 
Boxing, Off Roading, 
Previous Assignment: 604 ASOS Camp Red Cloud AIN ROK 
Goals/Expectations: Learn as much as possible, and be a Productive Team member 

     Short Term:  Pass/survive SOROC 
     Long Term:  Have a career to be proud of 

Name: Derrick L. White     
Rank / Service:  SSG / USA 
Enlisted:  19950807 
Birthday:  19730313 
Spouse name:  Michaela A. White 
Children:  Derrick & Tyrell 
Hobbies: Martial Arts, Motorcycles, ATVs, Weight Training, 
Previous Assignment: Sustainment BDE (SO)(A). 
Goals/Expectations: Give the team all I have. 

     Short Term:  Complete SOROC, Promotion to SFC, become a better communicator. 
     Long Term:  Bachelor Degree (CIS), Army Retirement 

Spouse’s or children 16 years and older will be 
eligible for a free Tandem Skydive courtesy of 

our very own Court Mclain. For details ask your 
JCU member and have them register you for the 

raffle. We will select a winner at the Holiday 
Party on the 15th. 

THIS COULD BE YOU 

The below picture may not mean much to most people, but to 
a JCU Troop Leader it is a wonderful thing. Mike McKlveen 
was so proud , he sent this picture in. It is a server rack that 

was in dire need of re-wiring attention. He said something to 
the effect that he was buying some beer for someone. 
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  DECEMBER PROMOTIONS, AWARDS & SPECIAL OCCASIONS 

Mark your calanders for these important dates 
14 December Childrens gift wrapping & centerpiece making  JCU Classroom 11:00 (Visitor center at 10:45) 
15 December JCU Annual Adult Holiday Party    Holiday Inn Bordeaux (Owen Drive) 6:00pm 
17 December JCU Annual Children’s Christmas Party   Fun Fun Fun (Sycamore dairy Road) 4:00pm 
25 December Christmas Day 
1 January Happy New Year 
11January DET BOWL V      Pike Field 7:00am 
11 January Spouse Lunch      Staff Annex 11:30am - 1:30pm 
 

BIRTHDAYS 

Ramsey Brown  1 DEC 
Ryan Dayton  4 DEC 
Vic Kouw  6 DEC  
Heidi Evans  10 DEC 
Joseph Worley  10 DEC 
Dennis Smith  11 DEC 
Lenin Catillo  13 DEC 
Vincent Olshove  17 DEC 
Daren Pallugna  21 DEC 
Jeremy Bloom  21 DEC 
David Lonack  21 DEC 
Nick Walker-Bates 23 DEC 
Seth Smith  25 DEC 
Terrell Kemp  26 DEC 
John Mills  28 DEC 
Nathan Hogue  28 DEC 
Michael Beach  30 DEC 

ANNIVERSARIES 

Bryan & Latoya Hughes  3 DEC 
Daren & Lori Pallugna  11 DEC 
Bryan & Roberta Watkins  15 DEC 
Jerry & Lisa Dover  23 DEC 
Mike & Kim Adcox  23 DEC 
Abey & Marcella Torrez  25 DEC 
Kelvin & Melanie Pontoo  27 DEC 
Ira & Jennifer Hamilton  28 DEC 
Derrick & Michaela White  31 DEC 

Our five most recent 
Military Free Fall 
Graduates in green 

standing from left to right; 
Frank Perez, Jacob 

Carlsen, Dutch Broussard, 
Chris Martin. Kneeling 
Ulysses Otero and in 
black our brother Rob 

Hopkins who attended the 
course also. 

Army Promotions 
1SG Mike Adcox to SGM (C-Troop) 
MSG Jeff Eldred to 1SG (C-Troop) 
SFC Chad Peters to MSG (C-Troop) 
SFC Tim Holton to MSG (Awaiting SOROC Class 1-08) 

Air Force Promotions 
SrA Larry Deardorff to SSgt (A-Troop) 

Basic Airborne School Graduate 

TSgt Mike Williams (B-Troop) 



Joint Communications Unit 

P.O. Box 70239 
Fort Bragg, NC 

28307-5000 

Phone: (910) 243-2391 
E-mail: spencert@jdi.socom.mil 

"DoD's Finest Communicators" 

Position   Name                            Work Home 
Commander COL Arnold (Jack)   243-0200  485-4529 

CSM CSM Givens (James)   243-0201  977-3441 

XO LCDR Hill (Nick)  243-8851  678-0209 

Unit 1SG 1SG Spencer (Todd)   243-0469  423-5644 

OPS Officer MAJ Worthington (Jeff) 243-0524 221-0985 

Ops SGM SGM Watts (Ronny)  243-2439 230-8073 

A-Troop SGM SFC Leach (Chris)  243-1321  480-1118 

B-Troop Chief ETC McKlveen (Mike)  243-4079  487-5004 

C-Troop SGM SGM Adcox (Mike)  243-0115  499-2541 

D-Troop OIC MAJ Himebrook (Les)  243-2302        498-9108 

D-Troop Chief ETC Nichols (Carleen) 243-0439  424-1805 

E-Troop OIC Mr. Gillespie (Tony)  243-1217       875-1045 

E-Troop SGM SFC Proskovec (Jason) 243-1465       868-7761 

JTEP OIC Mr. Tingen (Bill)  243-0291       437-5970 

CST NCOIC MSG Ogden (Oggy)          243-1147       875-6258  

SOROC NCOIC 1SG Nichols (Jack)  243-0577       424-1805  

JCU FRC   Mrs. Marsha Spencer              423-5644 

Social Worker Mrs. Wanda Crawford   396-7489 

Chaplain   CH Tom Solhjem     243-1224 

JSOC FRG   Mrs. Agnes Adamczyk    243-2626 

LEADERSHIP THAT CARES 
CONTACT INFORMATION 

Damon Haigh was commissioned to create 
an original JCU Print designed to celebrate 
the outstanding contributions that JCU 
members have made since its inception. 
Everyone who has seen the print agrees 
that Damon did an incredible job. This 
print makes a great gift for current and past 
unit members. In order to get your limited 

edition (500 signed/numbered) JCU Print, 
bring cash or check (payable to the JCU 
Activities Club) to the SGM while supplies 
last. The print costs $50 and if you want a 
shipping tube please include an additional 
$3. If you need the print to be mailed, in-
clude shipping costs of $10 (includes ship-
ping tube). 

COMMEMORATING 25 YEARS OF JCU PROFESSIONALS  

THE JCU PRINT 


